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Oh Yeah…
Make Me!
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Laura Arellano, CPLP

Techniques for Handling 
Resistant Learners

Shifts in Training
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Learning Brain

3

Conscious Mind Subconscious Mind

Oh Yeah…Make Me!

Within immediate awareness IntentionallyOn purpose

Outside of   immediate awareness SpontaneouslyAutomatic

Profound Statement

The job of the Subconscious Mind is to do what the  Conscious Mindtells it to
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Roots of Resistance

6

Oh Yeah…Make Me!
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1. Associate to the Resistor

They just may be right        

Mini Needs Analysis
What are the consequences of ignoring the resistor?



  It’s not about you

Why is this effective?

What can we learn from a true understanding  of the resistor?
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ROR
“I have more important things to do than 
to be here!”
Reframe
“My time is valuable and this isn’t a 
productive use of it.
I want my time spent on my priorities” 

2. Reframe the RoR

Don’t:
 “I know you don’t want to be here, however….”
 “I know what you're thinking: Oh No! I have to 

take another training class?!”
Do:
 “I know we all want to spend our time wisely…”
 “We all agree improving skills and knowledge 

increases productivity…”

3-I. Acknowledge the RoR
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With your buddy…
 I don’t need this class, I’m doing fine in my job already.
 It’s hard for me to sit here all day.
 I don’t see how this will help me be more effective.
 YOUR resistor’s ROR from page 2.

3-II. Assign an Attribute
Reframe to a Positive Emotion:
You’ll be… to…
Relieved Shocked Hear
Happy Interested Find out
Surprised Delighted Learn
Pleased Reassured Discover
Excited Comforted Realize
Amazed    Glad
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3-II. Assign an Attribute
Elicit a Learning State:

CuriousOpenExcitedConfidentRelaxedPositive

“I know that your time is valuable 
and that you want to be confident 

that you’re spending it wisely, so 
you’ll be excited to hear that what 

we cover today can be applied
immediately to increase your 

effectiveness”

4. Putting It All Together
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Laura Arellano801 815-1992Laura@MetaLogia.com


